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Abstract. The behaviour of reinforcement learning (R.L) algorithms is 
best understood in completely observable, finite state- and action-space, 
discrete-time controlled rvIarkov-chains. Robot-learning domains, on the 
other hand, are inherently infinite both in time and space, and moreover 
they are only partially observable. In this article we suggest a systematic 
design method whose motivation comes from the desire to transform the 
task-to-be-solved into a finite-state, discrete-time1 ':E-stationary" f\.'larko
vian task, which is completely observable too. An E-stationary rvIDP is 
one whose transition probabilities may vary by time1 but remain in an 
f-neighorhood of some ideal transition probability matrix, p�. vVe prove 
that model-based ilL algorithms converge to a neighborhood of the op
timal value-function corresponding to p*, whith the neighborhood size 
being proportional to E and some other parameters of the MDP. The 
approach ,vas tried out on a real-life robot. Several RL algorithms were 
compared and it was found that a model-based approach worked best. 
The learnt switching strategy performed equally well as a handcrafted 
version. !'·"foreover, the learnt strategy seemed to exploit certain prop
erties of the environment ,vhich could not have been seen in advance1 
which predicted the promising possibility that a learnt controller might 
overperform a handcrafted switching strategy in the future. 

1 Introduction 

Reinforcement learning (RL) is the process of learning the coordination 
of concurrent behaviours and their timing. A few years ago Markovian 
Decision Problems (:�\IDPs) ,vere proposed a...:; the model for the anal:rsis 
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of RL [17] and since then a mathematically well-founded theory ha..<; been 
constructed for a large class of RL algorithms. These algorithms are based 
on modifications of the two basic dynamic-programming algorithms used 
to tiolve MDPti, namely the value- and policy-iteration algorithmti [25, 5, 
10,23, 18]. The RL algorithms learn via experience, gradually building 
an estimate of the optimal value-function, which is known to encom
pass all the knowledge needed to behave in an optimal way according 
to a fixed criterion, usually the expected total discounted-cost criterion. 
The basic limitations of all of the early theoretical results of these al
gorithms were that they assumed finite state- and action-spaces, and 
discrete-time models in which the state information too was assumed to 
be available for mea..<;nrement. In a real-life problem however, the state
and action-spaces are infinite, usually non-discrete, time is continuous 
and the system's state is not measurable (i.e. with the latter property 
the procetiti iti only partially observable � oppotied to being completely 
observable) . Recognizing the serious dra\vbacks of the simple theoretical 
case, researchers have begun looking at the more interesting yet the
oretica.lly more difficult cal'les (see e.g. [11, 16]). To date, however, no 
complete and theoretically sound solution has been found to deal \vith 
such involved problems. In fact the above-mentioned learning problem 
is indeed intractable owing to partial-observability. This result follows 
from a theorem of Littman's [9]. 

In this article an attempt is made to shmv that RL can be applied to 
learn real-life tasks when a P'f"lO'f"l knowledge is combined in some suit
able way. The key to our proposed method lies in the use of high-level 
modules along \vith a specification of the operating conditions for the 
modules and other ';features" , to transform the task into a finite-state 
and action, completely-observable task. Of course, the design of the mod
ules and features requires a fair amount of a priori knowledge, but this 
knuwledge is usually readily available. In addition to this, there may be 
several possible ways of breaking up the task into smaller subtasks but it 
may be far from trivial to identify the best decomposition scheme. If all 
the possible decompositions are simultaneously available then RL can be 
used to find the best combination. In this paper we propose design prin
ciples and theoretical tools for the analysis of learning and demonstrate 
the success of thiti approach via real-life examples. A detailed comparition 
of several RL methods, such as Adaptive Dynamic Programming (ADP), 
Adaptive Real-Time Dynamic Programming (ARTDP) and Q-learning 
is provided, having been combined with different exploration strategies. 

The art ide is organized in the following way. In the next section (Sec
tion 2) we introduce our proposed method and discuss the motivations 
behind it. In it the notion of "approximately" stationary MDPs is also 
introduced as a useful tool for the analysis of "module-level" learning. 
Then in Section 3 the outcome of certain experiments using a mobile 
robot arc presented. The relationship of our work to that of others is 
contrasted in Section 4, then finally our conclusions and possible direc
tions for further research are given in Section 5. 
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2 Module-based Reinforcement Learning 

First of all we will briefly run through f\:larkovian Decision Problems 
CvfDPs), a value-function approximation-based RL algorithm to learn 
solutions for :\,fDPs and their associated theory. Kext the concept of 
recursive-features and time discretization based on these features are 
elaborated upon. This is then followed by a sensible definition and prin
ciples of module-design together with a brief explanation of why the 
modular approach can prove successful in practice. 

2.1 Markovian Decision Problems 

RL is the process by which an agent improves its behaviour from observ
ing its own interactions with the environment. One particularly well
studied RL scenario is that of a single agent minimizing the expected
discounted total cost in a discrete-time finite-state, finite-action environ
mentl when the theory of MDPs can be used as the underlying mathe
matical model. A finite MDP is defined by the 4-tuple (Sl A,Pl c) , where 
S is a finite set of statesl A is a finite set of actionsl P is a matrix of 
transition probabilities, and c is the so-called immediate cost-function. 
The ultimate target of learning is to identify an optimal policy. A policy 
is some function that tells the agent which set of actions should be cho
sen under ·which circumstances. A policy 7r is optimal under the expected 
discounted total cost criterion ifl with respect to the space of all possi
ble policies, 7r results in a minimum expected discounted total cost for 
all states. The optimal policy can be found by identifying the optimal 
value-function, defined recursively by 

v' (s) = min (c (8, a) + ,2.:P (8, a, s') v· (8')) aEU(8) .,' 

for all states.9 E S, \vhere c(.9,a) is the immediate cost for taking action 
a from state s� I is the discount factor� and P (s� a� s') is the probability 
that state s' is reached from state s when action a is chosen. U (8) is 
the set of admissible actions in state 8. The policy which for each state 
selects the action that minimizes the right-hand-side of the above fixed
point equation constitutes an optimal policy. This yields the result that 
to identify an optimal policy it is sufficient just to find the optimal value
function v*. The above simultaneous non-linear equations (non-linear 
because of the presence of the minimization operator)� also known as the 
Bellman equations [3], can be solved by various dynamic programming 
methods such as the valuc'- or policy-iteration methods [15]. 
RL algorithms are generalizations of the DP methods to the case ·when 
the transition probabilities and immediate costs are unknown. The class 
of RL algorithms of interest here can be viewed as variants of the vaille
iteration method: these algorithms gradually improve an estimate of the 
optimal value-function via learning from interactions with the environ
ment. There arc two possible ways to learn the optimal value-function. 
One is to estimate the model (i.e., the transition probabilities and im
mediate costs) while the other is t.o est.imat.e the opt.imal action-values 
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directly. The optimal action-value of an action a given a state 8 is defined 
as the total expected discounted cost of executing the action from the 
given state and proceeding in an optimal fashion afterwards: 

Q' (s, a) = C(8, a) + 'Y �p(s, a, 8')V' (8'). (1) 
The general strueture of value-Function-approximation based liL algo
rithms is given in Table 1. In the RL algorithms various models are 

Initialization: Let t = 0, and initia.li�e the utili�ed model (Ala) and the Q-function 
(Qo) 
Repeat Forever 
1. Observe the next state 8(+1 and reinforcement signal c{ 

2. Incorporate the new experience (St, at, St+l, ct) into the model and into the estimate 
of the optimal Q-function: (kIt+1, Qt+1) = FtCkIt, Qt, (."t, at, 8t+l, Ct». 
3. Choose the next action to be executed based on (AIt+l' Qt+d: at+l 
S((M(+ 1, Q/.+1, 8(+ 1) and execute the selected aetion. 
4. t := t + 1. 

Table 1. The structure of value-function-approximation based RL al

gorithllls. 

utilized along with an update rule Pt and action-selection rule St. 
In the RL algorithms, various models are utili�ed along with an up
date rule Ft and action-selection rule St. In the case of the Adaptive 
Real-Time Dynamic Programming (ARTDP) algorithm the model con
sists (iVI/.) of the estimates of the transition probabilities and costs, the 
update-rule Pi being implemented, e.g., through the equations 

Pt+1(st,at,8)=(1- (
1 

))pt(st,at,S)+ (
1 

)J(S'+1,S), nt St, at nt St� at 

(1 _ 
1 

) Ct(St. at) + 
1 

Ct, 
�(St,at) , �(St,at) 

·where J(-i, j) is the Kronecker-function� u/. (8, a) is the number of times 
the state-action pair (8, a) was visited by the process {( St,at) h before 
time t plus one, and values not shmvn are left unchanged. Instead of the 
optimal Q-function, the optimal value function is estimated and stored 
to spare storage space, and the Q-values are then computed by replacing 
the true transition probabilities, costs and the optimal value funetion in 
Eq. 1 by their estimates. An update of the estimate for the optimal value 
funetion is implemented by an asynchronous dynamic-prograrnrning al
gorithm using an inner loop in Step 2 of the algorithm, In each step of 
this loop, a subset of the states� FJ, is selected and the value estimates 
of the states in pJ are updated via 

v(s):= min (Ct+l(S,a)+'1�Pt+l(S,a,S')V(S'))' aEU(8) 
" 
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v being initialized to Vt at the beginning of the loop and letting vt+ 1 = v 

at the end of the loop. Algorithms ·where the value of the actual state 
is updated are called "real time" [2]. If, in each step, all the states are 
updated (FJ = S), and the inner loop is run until convergence is reached, 
the resulting algorithm ·will be called Adaptive Dynamic Programming 
(ADP). 
Another popular RL algorithm is Q-Iearning, \\Thich does not employ a 
model but instead the Q-values are updated directly according to the 
iteration procedure [25] 

Q'+l(SI, a,) = (1 - c>,(SI, al))Q,(S" all + 
ctt (St, at)( Ct + ,min Qt( St+ 1, a)), 

a 

·where D:t (."t , at) � 0, and satisfies the usual Robins-Monro type of condi
tions. For example, one might set at(s, a) = _(_'_) but often in practice "lOt s,a 

at (s, a) = const is employed which while yielding increased adaptivities 
no longer ensures convergence. 
Both algorithms mentioned previously are guaranteed to converge to the 
optimal value-/Q-function if each state-action pair is updated infinitely 
often. The action selection procedure St should be carefully chosen so 
that it fits the dynamics of the controlled process in a way that the 
condition is met. For example, the execution of random actions meets this 
('sufficient-exploration" condition when the :�v1DP is ergodic. However, if 
on-line performance is important then more sophisticated exploration is 
needed which, in addition to ensuring sufficient exploratory behaviour, 
exploits accumulated krwwledge. For more details the interested reader 
is referred to [81. 

2.2 Recursive Features and Feature-based 
Tirne-Discretization 

In case of a real-life robot-learning task the dynamics cannot be formu
lated exactly as a finite rvlDP, nor is the state information available for 
measurement. This latter restriction is modelled by Partially-Observable 
:\1DPs (POMDPs) \\There (in the simplest ease) one extends an 1.IDP 
·with an ObSf.'f"vai'ion function It which maps the set of states S into a 
set X, called the observation set (\vhich is usually non-countable, just 
like S). The defining a..:;sumption of a PO:.\IDP is that the fnll state ... 
can be observed only through the observation function, i.e. only h(s) is 
available as input and this information alone is usually insufficient for 
efficient control since h is usually a non-injection (i.e. h may map dif
ferent states to the same observations) .  FeatU1'e8 \\Thich mathematically 
are just well-designed observation functions, are known to be efficient in 
dealing with the problem of infinite state-spaces. :vIoreover, when their 
definitions are extended in a sensible way they become efficient in dealing 
with partial observability. 
It is well known that POMDPs optimal policies can depend on their 
whole past histories. This leads us onto a mere generalization of fea
tures, snch that t.he feature's values can depend on all pa...:;t observations, 
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i.e. mathematically a feature becomes an infinite sequence of mappings 
(f0,/', ... /f, . . .  ), with /f , (X x A)f X X -+ F, where F and X are 
the feature- and observation-spaces. Since RL is supposed to work on 
the output of features, and RL requires finite spaces it means that F 
should be finite. Features that require infinite memory are clearly im
possible to implement, so features used in practice should be restricted 
in such a way that they require a finite "memory". For example, besides 
stationary features which take the form (fa, fa, . .. , fa, . . .  ) (i.e. p = fa 

for all t 2: 1) and are called sensoT-based fea.tures, TecuTsive features (in 
control theory these are called filters or state-estimators) are those that 
can be implemented using a finite memoryl. For example, in the case 
of a one-depth recursive feature the value at the tth step is given by 
It = R(Xt,at-l,ft-l), where R: X x A x F --t F defines the recursion 
and fa = fO(xo} for some function fa : X --t F.2 Features whose values 
depend on the past-observations of a finite window form a special class of 
recursive filters. Later in the application-section some example features 
will be presented. 
Instead of relying on a single feature, it is usually more convenient to 
define and employ a set of features, each of \vhich indicates a certain event 
of interest. ='late that a finite set of features can always be replaced by a 
single feature whose output-space is the Cartesian product of the output 
spaces of the individual features and whose values can be computed 
componentwise by the individual single features. That is to say, the new 
feature's values are the 'concatenated' values of the individual features. 
Since the feature-space is finite, a natural discretization of time can be 
obtained. The new time-counter clicks only when the feature value jumps 
in the feature-space. This makes it useful to think of such features as 
event-indicators which represent the actuality of certain conditions of 
interest. This interpretation gives us an idea of how to define features 
in such a way that the dynamics at the level of the new counter are 
simplified. 

2.3 Modules 

So far we have realized that the new "state-space" (the feature-space) and 
(;timd' can be made discrete. However, the action-space may still be infi
nite. Uniform discretization which lacks a priori knowledge would again 
be impractical in most of the cases (especially when the action space is 
unbounded), so we would rather consider an idea motivated by a tech
nique \vhich is often applied to solve large search-problems efficiently. The 
method in question divides the problem into smaller subproblems which 
are in turn divided into even smaller sub-problems, etc. ,  then at the end 
routines arc provided that deal with the resulting mini-problems. The 
solution of the entire problem is then obtained by working back\vards: 

1 If the state space is infinite then not all sensor-based features can be realized in 
practice. 

2 If time is continuous then recursive features should be replaced by features that 
admit continuous-time dynamics. Details concerning continuous time systems are 
given in [8[. 
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At every moment the mini-routine corresponding to the actual state of 
the search problem is applied. To put it in another way, the problem
solver defines a set of sub-goals, sub-sub-subgoals, etc. in such a ·way 
that if one of the sub-goals is satisfied then the resolution of the main
goal will be ea.,>.)' to achieve. In control-tasks the same decomposition can 
usually be done with respect to the main control objective without any 
difficulty. The routines that resolve the very low-level subgoals should 
be provided by dosed-loop controllers which achieve the given subgoal 
under the set conditions (the conditions are usually given implicitly, e.g. 
the condition is fulfilled if the "predecessor" subgoals have already been 
achieved) .  The process of breaking up the problem into small subtasks 
can be repeated several times before the actual controllers are designed, 
so that the complexity of the individual controllers can be kept low. The 
controllers together with their operating conditions, which lIlay serve as 
a basic set of features1 will be called modules. In principle a consistent 
transfer of the AI-decomposition yields the result that the operating con
ditions of the situation are exdusive and cover every situation. However, 
such a solution would be very sensitive to perturbations and unmodelled 
dynamics. 
A more robust solution can be obtained by extending the range of op
erating conditions and lIlay mean that lIlore than one controller can be 
applied at the same time. This calls for the introduction of a mechanism 
(the switching function) which determines \vhich controller has to be ac
tivated if there are more than one available. More specifically, in our case 
a switching function S maps feature-vectors (which are composed of the 
concatenation of the operating conditions of the individual modules and 
some possible additional features) to the indices of modules and at any 
time the module ·with index S(f) \vhere f id observed feature vector is 
activated. Of course only those modules can be activated whose oper
ating conditions are satisfied. The operation of the \vhole mechanism is 
then the following. A controller remains active until the switching func
tion switches to another controller. Since the switching func:t.ion depends 
on the observed feature-values the controllers will certainly remain ac
tive till a change in the feature-vector is observed. \Ve further allow the 
controllers to manipulate the own observation-process. In this the con
trollers may inhibit an observation from occurring and thus may hold up 
their activity for a ·while. 
The goal of the design procedure is to set up the modules and additional 
features in such a way that there exist.s a proper swit.ching controller 
S : F -+ {I, 2, . . .  , n} which for any given history results in a dosed-loop 
behaviour which fulfills the "goal" of eontrol in time. It can be extremely 
hard to prove even the ex istence of such a valid switching controller. 
One approach is to use a so-called access'ib'iiity decis'ion problem for this 
purpose which is a discrete graph with its node set being in our case 
the feature set F and the edges connect features ,vhich can be observed 
in succession. Then standard Dr techniques can be used to decide the 
existence of a proper s\vitching controller [8]. 
Of course, since the definitions of the modules and features depend on the 
designer, it is reasonable to assume that by clever design a satisfactory 
decomposition and controllers could be found even if only qualitative 
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properties of the controlled object were known. RL could then be used 
for two purposes: either to find the best switching function assuming 
that at least two proper s,vitehing functions exist, or to decide empiri
cally whether a valid s,vitching controller exists at all. The first kind of 
application of ilL arises 3..<; result of the desire to guarantee the existence 
of a proper switching function through the introduction of more modules 
and features than is minimally needed. But then good switching which 
exploits the capabilities of all the available modules could well become 
complicated to find manually. 
If the accessibility decision problem were extendible with transition
probabilities to turn it to an MDp3 then RL could be rightly applied to 
find the best switching function. For example if one uses a fixed (maybe 
stochastic) stationary s,vitching policy and provided that the system 
dynamics can be formulated 3..<; an MDP then there is a theoretically 
well-founded way of introducing transition-probabilities (see [16]). Un
fortunately, the resulting probabilities may well depend on the switching 
policy ,vhich can prevent the convergence of the RL algorithms. However, 
the following "stability" theorem shows that the difference of the cost 
of optimal policies corresponding to different transition probabilities is 
proportional to the extent the transition probabilities differ, so we may 
expect that a slight change in the transition probabilities does not result 
in completely different optimal switching policies and hence, as will be 
explained shortly after the theorem, we may expect RL to work properly, 
after all. 

Theorem 1. Assume that two MDPs differ only in their transition
probability matrices, and let these two matrices be denoted by PI and 
P2. Let the c0T'1'e8ponding optimal m8t-fnnction8 be v� and v�. Then 

II' '11< 
nCllpl - p,ll VI - '112 - r 

(1 - 1")2 , 

where C = Ilell is the maximum of the immediate costs, 11·11 denotes the 
S'upTf!.mu'm-'nor'm and n 'is the size of the state-space. 

Proof. Let Ti be the optimal-cost operator corresponding to the transition
probability matrix pi, i.e. 

(TiV)(8) = min (C(8, 0) + 'I' L Pi(S, a, 8')V(S')) aEU(x) s'EX 

'Ii : S ---+ 1R, i = 1,2. 

Proceeding ,vith standard fixpoint and contraction arguments (see e.g. 
1191) we get that 

Ilv; - v;11 :0 IIT,v; - T,v;1I + IIT,v; - T,v;11 

3 Note that as the original control problem is deterministic it is not immediate ,vhen 
the introduction of probabilities can be justified. One idea is to refer to the ergodicity 
of the control problem. 
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and since Tl is a contraction with index 1', and the inequality IITl v -
T2vll S 111Pl -P211 L.:yEx Iv(y)1 we obtain 

6 = Ilv; - ,,;11 S '(6 + 'fllpl -P211 (
I XI C

) , 1-1 
·where Ilvrll ::; C/(1 - I) has been employed [15]. Rearranging the in
equality in terms of 8 then yields Equation L 
:J.lotivated by the previous theorem we define c:-stationary !'·ilDPs as a col
lection of quadruples (8, A,p(, c) , where 8, A and c are as before but p(, 
the transition probability matrix, may vary in time but ,vith Ilpt -p* II � c 
holding for all t > 0, for some p* transition probability matrix. A Marko
vian decision process is called almost-stationary if it is generated by an 
c-stationary MDP for some "small" c: > 0 (small could be defined rigor
ously in terms of p*). Note that almost-stationarity was clearly observed 
in our experiments. Our expectations are that for sufficiently well de
signed modules and features, although the transitions cannot be mod
elled with a fixed transition probability matrix (i.e. stationary !\!lDP), 
they can be modelled by an c-stationary one even if the switching func
tions are arbitrarily varied. \Ve conjecture that RL methods would then 
result in oscillating estimates of the optimal value-function, but ,vith 
the oscillation being asymptotically proportional to c. The next theorem 
shmvs that this is indeed the case for model-based methods: 

Theorem 2 (Convergence theorem). Assume that we make obser
vations (.T-t, at, 1Jt, ct) on an E-stationary MDP with mean trans1:tion prob
abilitiesp':P(Yf =ylxf =x,af =a) =Pf(x,a,y), Ilpf-p'll So, Letpf 
be defined by 

whe.'re 

PtH(x,a,y) = (1- � ) ) 6(x,xt)6(a,at)pt(x,a,y) + rtt+l x,a 
1 
( ) 

6(x, xt)6(a, at) 6(y, Vt), nt+l x,a 

nt+l(x,a) = nt(x,a) +5(x,xt)5(a,at), 
no(x, a) = 1, where 8(x, y) = 1 iffx = y. Assume that L�o J"(x,xt)J"(a,at) = 
00 w.p.l. Then 

lim sup Ilpt -p'll S £ t-+·:x:· 
and tit obtained by ARTDP 8ati8jie8 

I, II' 'II 
nCE 

1m sup v( -v � '
(1 _ )

' 
t-+= , 

Pf"Ooj. To prove the convergence of ih note that ih is the average of 

bey, Yt) over the events when x = Xt and a = at: 

_ ( ) 
_ 6(x, xt)6( a, af)6(y, yo) + ' .. + 6(x, Xt )6( a, at )6(y, Yf) 

Pt x, a, Y - ( ) 
, 

nt x,a 
Therefore, a straightforward generalization of the following lemma to 
martingal difference series shows that Pt converges to [P* - c:,p * + c:] = 
{P : lip - p'll S c} (for the sake of simplicity we do not present the 
generalizat.ion here): 
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Lemma 1. Let �o, .. . , �n, ... be a series of independent random vari
able8 with mean8 E[{i] = ffii, and a common bound on their variance8: 
Var[{i] � F (V > 0). ASS'l.lme that the'roe eX'ists some 'TTl E lR s'Uch that 
Imi -ml ::; c: for all i. Let Sn = �o+ ... +�n-l. Then limijuPn_H>O ISn/n
ml � € w.p.1. 

Proof. Consider 

Sn (�o - rna) + ... + (�n-l - mn-,) 
+ 

rna + ... + mn-1. 
n n n 

Since �n-l - 'mn-l are i.i.d. with common (zero) mean and a common 
upper bound on their variance, by the Law of Large Kumberijj the fiTijt 
term in the above equation converges to zero w.p.l. The second term, 
on the other hand is in [m - c! m + c] since 

This proves the lemma.. 

Nowj it remained to prove the bound on limsuPt-too Ilvt - v*ll. For ijim
plicity, assume that tit equals to the optimal value function v; corre
sponding to the rv1DP whose transition probabilities are defined b;r fit 
(i.e., ARTDP is run to convergence) .  Then, by Theorem 1, 

I I' _ ,'11 < ,  
"Clip, - p'll 

" 1 - Y (1 _ '/)' 

(here C = l Iell as before). Kow taking the limes superior of both sides 
yields the theorem. Finally, note that the methods of [19] can be used in a 
mechanical way to extend thiij proof to the case when truly asynchronous 
ARTDP is used. 

Note that the notion of c-stationarity can be extended to cover varying 
immediate costs. Then the previous results (i.e., the stability and conver
gence theorems) will still hold with minor modifications. \Ve expect that 
a rigorous proof of the convergence of Q-Iearning to [Q* -2, Q* +c:] would 
be much harder to obtain due to the non-linear nature of Q-Iearning. An 
even more challenging problem would be to find reasonable conditions 
under which (deterministic) partially observable problems would look 
like being c:-stationarity after suitable filtering. This will be the subject 
of future work. 

3 Experiments 

The validity of the proposed method was checked with actual experi
mentij carried out using a Khepera-robot. The robot, the experimental 
setup, general specifications of the modules and the results are all pre
sented in this section. 
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Fig. 1. The Khepera and the experimental environment. The top-left sub
figure shows a close-up on the Khepera robot. The robot has two independent wheels, 
a gripper, a vision turret on the top of it (this can be better observed in the third 
sub-figure) and proximity sensors. The task was to grasp a ball and hit the stick with 
it. The top-right sub-figure shows a phase when the robot is searching for a ball, while 
the third sub-figure shows a case when the robot is just about to hit the stick by the 
ball. The umbilical cord can also be seen in the figures. 
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3.1 The Robot and its Environment 

The mobile robot employed in the experiments is shown in Figure 1. 
It is a Khepera4 robot equipped \vith eight IR-sensors, six in the front and 
two at the back, the IR-sensors mea::mring the proximity of objects in the 
range 0-5 cm. The robot has two wheels driven by two independent DC
motors and a gripper which has two degrees of freedom and is equipped 
·wit.h a resist.ivit.y sensor and an object-presence sensor. The vision t.urret. 
is mounted on the top of the robot as shown. It is an image-sensor giving 
a linear-image of the hori:wntal view of the environment with a resolution 
of 64 pixels and 256 levels of gTey. The horizontal viewing-angle is limited 
to about 36 degrees. This sensor is designed to detect objects in front of 
the robot sit.uated at a distance spanning 5 to 50 cm. The image sensor 
has no tilt-angle, so the robot observes only those things whose height 
exceeds 5 cm. 
The learning task was defined as follows: find a ball in an arena, bring it. 
to one of the corners marked by a stick and hit the stick with the ball. The 
robot's environment is shmvn in Figure 1. The size of the arena was 50 cm 
x 50 cm with a black coloured floor and white coloured \valls. The stick 
·wa.'> black and 7 cm long, while three white-coloured balls with diameter 
3.5 em \vere scattered about in the arena. The task can be argued to have 
been biologically inspired because it can be considered as the abstraction 
of certain foraging tasks or a ('basketball game" . The environment is 
highly dmotie because the balls move in an unpredictable manner and 
so the outcome of certain actions is not completely predictable, e.g. a 
grasped ball may easily slip out from the gripper. 

3.2 The Modules 

Subtask decomposition Firstly, according to t.he principles laid 
down in Section 2, the task was decomposed into subtasks. The following 
subtasks \vere naturally: (Tl) to find a ball, (T2) grasp it, (T3) bring it 
to the stick, and (T4) hit the stick with the grasped ball. Subtask (T3) 
\vas further broken into t\VO subtasks, that of (T3.1) 'safe wandering' and 
(T3.2) 'go to the stick', since the robot cannot see the stick from every 
position and direction. Similarly, because of the robot's limited sensing 
capabilit.ies, subta.<;k (Tl) was replaced by safe-wandering and subtask 
(T2) was refined to 'when an object nearby is sensed examine it and 
grasp it if it is a ball'. Kotice that subtask 'safe wandering' is used for 
two purposes (to find a ball or the stick). The operating conditions of the 
corresponding controllers arose naturally as (T2) an object should be 
nearb:r, (T3.2) - the st.ick should be detected, (T4) - the stick should be 
in front of the robot, and (Tl,T3.1)  - no condition. Since the behaviour 
of the robot must differ before and after locating a ball, an additional fea
ture indicating when a ball was held was supplied. As the robot's gripper 
is equipped with an 'object-presence' sensor the 'the ball is held'1 feature 

4 The Khepera was designed and built at Laboratory of Microcomputing, Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology, Lausanne, Swit.zerland. 
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·wa.'> easy to implement. If there had not been such a sensor then this fea
ture still could have been implemented a.'3 a switching-feature: the value 
of the feature \vould be (on' if the robot used the grasping behaviour and 
hence not the hitting behaviour. An 'unstuck' subtask and correspond
ing controller were also included since the robot sometimes got stuck. Of 
course yet another feature is included for the detection of '�goal-states;' . 
The corresponding feature indicates when the stick was hit by the ball. 
This feature's value is lon' iff the gripper is half-closed but the object 
presence sensor does not give a signal. Because of the implementation 
of the grasping module (the gI'ipper was closed only after the grasping 
module was executed) this implementation of the ('stick has been hit by 
the baIr' feature was satisfactory for our purposes, although sometimes 
the ball slipped out from the gripper in which case the feature turned 
'on' even though the robot did not actually reach the goal. Fortunately 
this situation did not happen too often and thus did not affect learning. 

The resulting list of modules and features is shown in Table 2. The con
trollers work as intended, some fine details are discussed here (for more 
complete description see [8]). For example, the observation process was 
switched off until the controller of Module 3was working so as the com
plexity of the module-level decision problem is reduced. The dynamics 
of the controller associated with Module 1 were based on the maximiza
tion of a function which depended on the proximity of objects and the 
speed of both motors.s. If there were no obstacles near the robot this 
module made the robot go fonvard. This controller could thus serve as 
one for exploring the environment. Module 2 was applicable only if the 
stick wa.'3 in the viewing-angle of the robot, which could be detected in 
an unambiguous way because the only bl&:�k thing that could get into 
the view of the robot was the stick. The range of allowed behaviour as
sociated with this module was implemented as a proportional controller 
'which drove the robot in such a \vay that the angle difference bet\veen 
the direction of motion and line of sight to the stick wa.'> reduced. The 
behaviour associated with Module 3 was applicable only if there was an 
object next to the robot, which was defined as a function of the imme
diate values of IR-sensors. The associated behaviour was the following: 
the robot turned to a direction which brought it to point directly at the 
object, then the gripper wa.'> lowered. The "hit the stick" module (Module 
4) lmvers the gripper which under appropriate conditions result in that 
the ball jumps out of the gripper resulting in the goal state. Module 5 
was created to handle stuck situations. This module lets the robot go 
backward and is applicable if the robot has not been able to move the 
'wheels into the desired position for a while. This condition is a typical 
time-window based feature. 

Simple case-analysis shows that there is no switching controller that 
would reach the goal with complete certainty (in the \'wrst-case, the robot 
could return accidentally to state "10000000" from any state when the 
goal feature was 'off'), so that an almost-sure switching strategy should 

5 :Modules are numbered by the identification number of their features. 
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FNo. 'on' Behavior 

1 always explore while avoiding obstacles 
2 if the stick is in the viewing angle go to the stick 
3 if an object is near examine the object grasp it if it is a ball 
4 if the stick is near hit the stick 
5 if the robot is stuck 
6 if the ball is grasped 
7 if the stick is hit with the ball 

go backward 

Table 2. Description of the features and the modules. 'FNo.' means feature 
number. Note that features 1-5 are the operating conditions of their associated con
trollers. In the column labelled by 'on' the conditions under which the respective fea
ture's value is 'on' are listed, while the last coluIIln lists the controllers associated with 
the respective feature (if any). 

always exist. On the other hand, it is clear that a switching strategy 
'which eventually attains the target does indeed exist. 

3.3 Details of learning 

A dense cost-structure was applied: the cost of using each behaviour 
'was one except when the goal was reached, whose cost was set to zero. 
Costs were discounted at a rate of I = 0.99. Note that from time to 
time the robot by chance became stuck (the robot's 'stuck feature' was 
' on ' ) ,  and the robot tried to execute a module which could not change 
the value of the feature-vector. This meant that the robot did not have 
a seeond option to try another module since by definition the robot 
could only make decisions if the feature-representation changed. As a 
result the robot could sometimes get stuck in a "perpetual" or so-called 
'jammed" state. To prevent this happening we built in an additional 
rule which was to stop and reinitialize the robot \vhen it got stuck and 
could not unjam itself after 50 sensory measurements. A cost equivalent 
to the cost of never reaching the goal, i.e. a cost of 1�')' (= 100) was then 
communicated to the robot, \vhich mimicked in effect that such actions 
virtually last forever. 
Experiments were fully automated and organized in trials. Each t.rial 
run lasted until the robot reached the goal or the number of decisions 
exceeded 150 (a number that was determined experimentally), or until 
the robot became jammed. The 'stick \vas hit' event was registered by 
checking the st.ate of t.he gripper (see also the descript.ion of Feature 7). 

During learning the Boltzmann-exploration strategy was employed where 
the temperature was reduced by Tt+l = 0.999 Tt uniformly for all states 
[2]. During the experiments the cumulative number of successful trials 
'were measured and compared to the total number of trials done so far 1 

toget.her wit.h the average number of decisions made in a trial. 
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T\'iTO sets of experiments \vere conducted. The first set was performed to 
check the validity of the module based approach, \vhile the i:iecond was 
carried out to compare different RL algorithms. In the first set the start
ing explorat.ion paramet.er To was set to 100 and the experiment lasted 
for 100 trials. These values were chosen in such a way that the robot 
could learn a good switching policy, the results of these experiments be
ing shown in Figure 2. One might conclude from the left subgraph which 
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Fig. 2. Learning curves. In the first graph, the percentage of successful trials out of 
ten are shown as a function of the number of trials. In the second graph, the number of 
decisions taken by the robot and averaged over ten trials is slwwn, also as a function of 
the number of learning trials. Results are shown for both the rules obtained by ADP 
and handcraft . .  

shmvs the percentage of' task completions in different stages of' learning 
that the robot could solve the task after 50 triab fairly ·well. Late fluctu
ations were attributable to unsuccessful ball searches: as the robot could 
not see the balls if they \vere far from it, the robot had to explore t.o 
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find one and the exploration sometimes took more than 150 decisions, 
yielding trials which were categori�ed as being failures. The evaluation 
of behaviour-coordination is also observed in the second subgraph, "\vhich 
shows the number of decisions per trial as a function of time. The reason 
for later fluctuations is again due to a ticklish ball search. The perfor
mance of a handcrafted switching policy is shown on the graphs as well. 
As can be seen the differences between the respective performances of the 
handcrafted and learnt switching functions are eventually negligible. In 
order to get a more precise evaluation of the differences the average num
ber of steps to reach the goal were computed for both switchings over 
300 trials, together with their standard deviations. The averages were 
46.61 and 48.37 for the learnt and the handcrafted switching functions 
respectively, with nearly equal std-s of 34.78 and 34.82, respectively. 
Theoretically, the total number of states is 27 = 128, but as learning con
centrates on feature-configurations that really occur this number tran
spires to be just 25 here. It was observed that the learnt policy was always 
consistent with a set of handcrafted rules, but in certain cases the learnt 
rules are more refined than their handcrafted counterparts. For example, 
the robot learnt to exploit the fact that the arena was not completely 
level and as a result balls were biased towards the stick and al'l a result 
if the robot did not hold a ball but could see the stick it moved tmvards 
the stick 
In the rest of the experiments we compared two versions of ARTDP 
and three versions of real-time Q-learning (RTQL). The two variants of 
ARTDP which we call ADP, and "ARTDP" , corresponding to the cases 
'when in the inner loop of ARTDP the optimal value function associated 
'with the actual estimated model (transition probabilities and immedi
ate cost) is computed and when only the estimate of the value of the 
actual state is updated. Note that due to the small number of states 
and module-based time discretization even ADP could be run in real
time. But variants of RTQL differ in the choice of the learning-rate's 
time-dependence. RTQL-1 refers to the choice of the so-called search
then-converge method, where Ok (8, a) = 100+�� (s,a) , nk (8, a) being the 

number of times the event (8, a) = (St, at) happened before time k plus 
one (the parameters 50 and 100 were determined experimentally a...:; being 
the best choices). In the other two cases (the corresponding algorithms 
'were denoted by R.TQL-2 and R.TQL-3 respectively) constant learning 
rates (0.1 and 0.25, respectively) were utilized. 
The online performances of the algorithms were measured as the cumu
lative number of unsucce...:;;sful trials, i.e. the regret. The regret Rt at time 
t is the difference between the performance of an optimal agent (robot) 
and that of the learning agent accumulated up to trial t, i.e. it is the 
price of learning up to time t. A comparison of the different algorithms 
with different exploration ratios is given in Table 3. All algorithms were 
examined with all the four different exploration parameters since the 
same exploration rate lIlay well result in different regrets for different 
algorithms, as was also confirmed in the experiments. 
First note that in order to evaluate statistically the differences observed 
for different exploration strategies much more experiments would are 
needed but running these experiments requires an enormous amount of 
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I Method liTo - 1001 To - 50 1 To - 25 1 To - a 1 - - , - -

ADP (61;19;6) (52;20;4) (45;12;5) (44;16;4) 
ARTDP 36 29 50 24 
RTQL-1 53 69 47 66 
RTQL-2 71 65 63 73 
RTQL-3 (83;1;2) (79;26:3) (65;24;4) (61;14;2) 

Table 3. Regret. The table shows the number of unsuccessful trials among the first 
100 trials. The entries with three number in them show cases ·when more than one 
experiment was run. In those entries the first number shows the average of the number 
of unsuccessful trials, the second is the standard deviation \vhile the third is the number 
of experiments run. 

time (approximately 40 days) . The results of these experiments will be 
presented in a subsequent paper [8]. Here \ve performed the folIo-wing 
procedure: Based on the first runs with every exploration-parameter and 
algorithm the algorithms that seemed to perform the best were selected 
(these were the ADP and the RTQL-3 algorithms) and some more ex
periments were carried out \vith these. The results of these experiments 
(15 more for the ADP and 7 more for the RTQL-3) indicated that the 
difference between the performances of the RTQL-3 and ADP is indeed 
significant at the level p = 0.05 (Student's t-test was applied for testing 
this). :More detailed statistical analysis can be found in [8]. 
\Ve have also tested another exploration strategy which Thrun found the 
best among several undirected methods6 [21]. These runs reinforced our 
previous findings that estimating a model (i.e. running ADP or ARTDP 
instead of Q-lcarning) could reduce the regret rate by as much as 40%. 

4 Related Work 

There are two main research-tracks that influenced our work. The first 
·was the introduction of features in RL. Learning while using features 
·were studied by Tsitsiklis and Van Roy to deal \vith large finite state 
spaces, and also to deal with infinite state spaces [22]. Issues of learning 
in partiall.y observable environments have been discussed by Singh et al. 
[16[. 
The \york of Connell and rvfahadevan complements ours in that they 
set-up subtasks to be learned by RL and fixed the switching controller 
[13]. 
Asada et a1. considered many aspects of mobile robot learning. They 
applied a vision-based state-ei:itimation approach and defined �'macro
actions'l similar to our controllers [1]. In one of their papers they de
scribe a goal-shooting problem in which a mobile robot shot a goal ·while 

6 An exploration strategy is called undirected when the exploration does not depend 
on the number of visits to the state-action pairs. 
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avoiding another robot [24]. First, the robot learned two behaviours sep
arately: the "shot" and "avoid" behaviours. Then the two behaviours 
·were synthetised by a handcrafted rule and later this rule was refined via 
RL. The learnt. action-values of t.he two behaviours 'vere reused in the 
learning process while the combination of rules took place at the level of 
state variables. 
:\1ataric considered a multi-robot learning task ,vhere each robot had the 
same set of behaviours and features [14]. Just as in our case, her goal 
·was to learn a good s,vitching function by RL. She considered the case 
·when each of the robots learned separately and the ultimate goal was 
that learning should lead to a good collective behaviour, i.e. she concen
trated mainly on the more involved multi-agent perspective of learning. 
In contrast. to her work� we followed a more engineer-like approach when 
.ve suggested designing the modules based on ,veIl-articulated and sim
ple principles and cont.rary to her findings it was discovered that RL can 
indeed ,york well at the modular level. 
In the AI community t.here is an interesting approach t.o mobile robot 
control called Behaviour-Based Artificial Intelligence in which "compe
tence" modules or behaviours have been proposed as the building blocks 
of "creatures" [12,4]. The decision-making procedure is, on the other 
hand, usually quite different from ours. 
In another art.ide ,ve link t.he present approach to subgoal identification 
schemes [8]. \\Fe suggest a two-level architecture; the first level represent
ing �'qualitative knowledge" of the task� and t.he second level providing 
a more detailed "quantitative knowledge" . The qualitative knowledge is 
used t.o generate a decomposition of the task, which can serve as the 
basis of the definition of modules, which represent knowledge at the sec
ond level. The controllers attached to the modules can be learnt by IlL. 
The operating conditions can also be learnt as the subset of states in 
which the respective module is sufficiently successful. Even the quanti
tive knowledge could then be updated by extract.ing important features 
from the learnt qualitative knowledge. In an earlier article we proposed 
such an algorithm that worked by ident.ifying subgoals in a triplet-based 
representation of :l\,fDPs [20, 6, 7]. 

5 Summary and Conclusions 

In this article module-based reinforcement learning was proposed to solve 
the coordination of multiple "behaviours" or controllers. The extended 
features served as the basis of time- and space discretization as well as 
the operating conditions of the modules. The construction principles of 
the modules were: decompose the problem into subtasks; for each sub
task design controllers and the controllers' operating condit.ions; check if 
the problem could be solved by the controllers under the operating and 
observability conditions, add additional features or modules if necessary, 
set-up the reinforcement function and learn a s,vitching function from 
experience. 
The idea behind our approach was that a partially observable decision 
problem could be usually transformed into a completel.y observable one 
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if appropriate features (filters) and controllers were employed. Of course 
some a priori knowledge of the task and robot is always required to find 
those features and controllers. It ,vas argued that RL could ·work ·well 
even if the resulting problem was only an almost stationary Markovian. 
The design principles were applied to a real-life robot learning prob
lem and several RL-algorithms were compared in practice. \Ve found 
that estimating the model and solving the optimality equation at each 
step (,vhich could be done mving to the economic, feature-based time
discreti'.l.ation) yielded the best results. The robot learned the task after 
700 decisions, which usually took less than 15 minutes in real-time. \Ve 
conjecture that using a rough initial model good initial solutions could 
be computed off-line which could further decrease the time required to 
learn the optimal solution for the task. 
The main difference bet,veen earlier works and our approach here is that 
·we have established principles for the design modules and found that 
our subsequent design and simple RL worked spendidly. Plans for future 
research include extending the method via module learning and also the 
theoretical investigation of almost stationary :vfarkovian decision pro
cesses using the techniques developed in [10]. 
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